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A prominent example that demonstrates the theme of the pressure that accompanies motherhood is found in the “barren woman”, as indicated by the title, this poem tells the story of a woman who cannot conceive. The narrator shows an image of feeling, “Opty” (line 1) and still makes an allusion to a life without greatness as “A museum without
statues” (line 1). Just as an empty museum has no function, a sterile woman cannot fulfill what is often perceived as the greatest purpose of life, procreation and thus becomes excluded from society. The image of "a source" that has no manifestation, only ", and sinks in itself" (line 3) is an isolation symbolism. The source is contained in itself, does not
interact ... says more content ... The narrator expresses the notion that having children will draw positive attention to it in a public environment. If the narrator were: “Mother of a white Nike and several Apollos of bald eyes” (line 7), she would be able to be accepted by society. The description of children as "White" and "Greek figures of eyes" of eyes
"indicates that she is imagining her children as the statues that would fill her empty museum. However, these marble children will never be their reality and instead "can not happen" (line 8). The final lines of the poem come out of the narrator's mind and to a clinical environment, where presumably receive treatment for his infertility. A nurse of "Line
10) represents the way society sees her, with cold stoicism. In short, Plath's poem, "Barren Woman", addresses infertility as a certain type of social leprosy. Being unable to breed is the final form of isolation in the eyes of the â€ ... more content ... soon reveals itself differently. Starting with a silly line, where the narrator compares, “A riddle in nine
syllables” (line 1). the the following lines, the metaphors the narrator uses to describe herself seem unrelated. How does ¢ÃÂÂa ponderous house¢ÃÂÂ (line 2) relate to ¢ÃÂÂa melon strolling on two tendrils¢ÃÂÂ (line 3)? As we continue to read, we understand that these metaphors are meant to compare to the narrator¢ÃÂÂs own pregnancy. The
light hearted and joking tone of the poem changes after line four, where the narrator makes frenzied declarations of the pleasant things that pregnancy can be compared to. However, in line five, comparing her full womb to a ¢ÃÂÂyeasty rising¢ÃÂÂ (line 5) has a negative connotation. The imagery that these words creates is not pleasant - it is oozing
and almost sinister. The narrator goes on to compare her pregnancy to the minting of money, to a machine churning out a valuable product. The mentality that the narrator possesses is made apparent when she calls herself, ¢ÃÂÂa means¢ÃÂÂ(line 7). This notion is revolutionary in Plath¢ÃÂÂs work as author Margaret Uroff notes in her article Sylvia
Plath on Motherhood. Uroff states, ¢ÃÂÂThe view of the woman as a vessel through which the man provides himself with heirs is everywhere denied in the creative act¢ÃÂÂ(391). The thought of a woman being anything but ecstatic about pregnancy was controversial and revolutionary in the year Empty, I echo to the least footfall,Museum without
statues, grand with pillars, porticoes, rotundas.In my courtyard a fountain leaps and sinks back into itself,Nun-hearted and blind to the world. Marble liliesExhale their pallor like scent. ¢ÃÂÂBarren Woman¢ÃÂÂ by Sylvia Plath Poems are a structure of words with multiple layers of meanings. The ¢ÃÂÂBarren Woman¢ÃÂÂ by Sylvia Plath describes a
childless woman who sees herself as empty and bare. Plath uses specific figurative language, such as, allusion, diction, and imagery to help explain what being barren is like. The form, context, and figurative language of ¢ÃÂÂBarren Woman¢ÃÂÂ conveys what it is like to barren, emotionally and physically. ¢ÃÂÂBarren Woman¢ÃÂÂ is a relatively
short poem. It is separated into two parts. This helps distinctly structure the poem. In the first part of this poem, the woman is comparing herself to an empty museum. ¢ÃÂÂEmpty, I echo to the least footfall, / Museum without statues, grand with pillars, porticoes, rotundas. / In my courtyard a fountain leaps and sinks back into itself¢ÃÂÂ (1-3). In the
second part of this poem the narrator takes a different point-of-view. She abruptly changes from describing herself as an empty museum, to expressing how she imagines her life, and the harsh reality that it actually is: ¢ÃÂÂI imagine myself with a great public, / Mother of a white Nike and several bald-eyed Apollos. / Instead, the dead injure me with
attentions, and nothing can happen¢ÃÂÂ (¢ÃÂÂBarren¢ÃÂÂ 5-7). Plath constructs the separate parts as two separate stanzas; part one is the first stanza, and the second part is the second stanza. By doing two stanzas each with five lines, it helps balance two different points in one poem. ¢ÃÂÂBarren Woman¢ÃÂÂ is a very important I'm excited to be
apprenticing myself to writers I admire along with my AP Lit class who are doing the same. I know I've already learned so much just from working diligently on a new poem, talking to wonderful poet Sandra Beasley, and studying Plath's poem "Barren Woman" from Ariel.Yesterday, Sandra was talking about titles and times when a title might do too
much or not enough. She also discussed using a title to frame a piece and let the reader know how to understand it. I was not sure if there is a good way to know if then there is the potential for the title to be working too hard in the piece until I read "Barren Woman." The text of the poem is an extended metaphor in which the speaker describes
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atse ,etnemaivbo( .anoicnuf ,olutÃt o mes ,ameop O hurt me attention, and nothing can happen. A mother -in -law as a nurse. Page 2 In this quay not great landings to speak. List of Red Barcaons and Shackled Oranges and Bubbles for Doca, outdated, Gaudy, and seemingly indestructible. The sea pulsates under a skin of ãle. A seagull hold her pose
from her in a Shanty Ridgepole, Riding the Wind, constant as wood and formal, in a gray jacket, the entire flat port anchored in the round of her yellow eye eye. A BLAPPICA nothing like a downstairs or cigar tin on your fish track. The perspective is and an old record. It's going to discharge through crab barrels. Pier's crates seem to almost fall apart,
and with them that richty building of Armazação © ns, Derricks, Smokers and Bridges in the distance. Around our surroundings the galls and gossip on its loose vernacular, hurting the smells of cod and tar. Further, the waves are fucking icecakes - a poor mother for lovers and the park's platters. ATT OUR SHADOWS ARE BLUE WITH COLD. We
would want to see the sun rise and are found, instead, by this cold, bearded and blown ship, a frost albatroz, hard weather, each winch and stood in a viscous pellle. The sun will decrease soon enough: each wavet tip shines like a knife. Penina 3 I finished with this large hotel of ã³, where adjectives play croquette with flamingo nouns; Menger that I
am absent for a while of the retaining of these Rococã³ Queens. Item: Chuck Out Rigmarole Real of Adhesive and Auction Out of each verb rare White-Rabbit; Send my muse Alice Packaging with pedaães of similar mushrooms and Gryphon Garb. The chapter of a crazy chapter does not produce no new metã, and Jabberwock will not translate its
canons. It is time to disappear like Cheshire's cat alone to that self -tantic island where the cabbages are Kings: Kings. Near Poem Back to Sylvia Plath Page 4 The Common Milk That dawn of Destiny, delivered to the door in square hermetic bottles, while the sun ruled the day decree of final judgment on the ground. The morning newspaper timed the
time of the headline in which you drank your original coffee, and in the anger of God's roaring jet plane rose to leave the blue policeman soft. Burn to death within your neon hell. Now, disciplined in the strict ancestral chair, you sit, solemn eyes, about to vomit, the future an electrode in your skull. The white light is artificial and hygienic like the sky.
Microbes can't survive. They are leaving in their transparent clothes, away from the bisturis and the rubber hands. The scalded sheet is a snow field, frozen and peaceful. The body under it is in my hands. As always, there is no face. A piece of Chinese white with seven holes came in. The soul is another light. I did not see; It doesn't fly up. Tonight, he
retreated like the light of a ship. It is a garden with which I have to do with-tubérculos and fruits running their jammy substances, a carpet of roots. My assistants connect them. Fedes and colors attack me. This is the lung tree. These orchids are splendid. They find and coil like snakes. The heart is a red bell in danger. I am so small compared to these
organs! I saw myself and hacked a purple desert. Blood is a sunset. I admire. I'm up to elbows, red and peeing. He's still picking me up. He's not exhausted. So magical! A thermal source, I must seal and let fill the intricate blue pipe under this pale marble. As I admire the Romans --- aqeducts, the baths of Caracella, the nose of the eagle! The body is a
Roman thing. He closed his mouth in the sleeping stone pill. It's a statue the ordained are coming out. I perfected it. I take my arm or a leg, a set of teeth or stones to shake in a bottle and take home, and.sdnah rof skooh rieht Edart toc emoc nertlihc eltlihc eltlif eht syadirf no .bmil yna ro ,sdaeh rotcod nac yeht ereh .rebbur in Teews llemra dna sgel
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sruc .srehto rof evael nem Empty hours. some hard stars already yellow the sky. the spider on its own rope crosses the lake. the worms left their habitual dwellings. the small birds converge, converge with their gifts for a difficult birth. page 10 sky and sea, white blue sky horizon hinge tablets, could not, applauded, flatten this man. the great gods,
stone head, claw feet wrapped up by a lot burning and threatening, realized that. for what, then, had they suffered dourly the long hot and cold, those old despots, if he sat laughing at his door, the inaccessible backbone as woods of his vertical cabin? The hard gods were there, nothing more. Still, he defeated something else. pot without chiqueiro,
without shock, but with a certain green meaning. He resisted them, that hermit. face rock, green crab claw in green. the gulls reflected in the greener light. page 11 by the roots of my hair, some god held me. I snuck into his blue volts like a prophet in the desert. the nights came out of sight as the eyelid of a lizard: a world of white days in a shady
socket. a vulturous boredom caught me in this tree. If he was me, he would do what I did. next poem back to sylvia plath page 12 we turn the top of the charneca through air transmission and illuminated stone farms, valleys, grass valleys that change from light nor dawn nor dusk, out of hands, faces lucent as perecelain, the claim and weight of the
earth came out of them. some of these transfigurating moved the eight pilgrims towards their source- towards the great jewel: shown frequently, never given; hidden, but simultaneously seen at the top of charnecas, at the bottom of the sea, known only by the light that not the noon, that the moon, starring the once known way of becoming totally
another, and ourselves away,Suspended where angels are rumors of rumors, clearly floating, between the floating tables and chairs. Gravity is lost in the elevator and derives from a more fancil element than the earth, and there is no good that we can not do it. -lo. Nearby means distance: In the common light of return the house withdraws. Chairs,
suspended tables: the body weighs as stone. Arena's p³ rusted the blood of four bulls with a crumbly redness, the afternoon in a bad end under the truculation of the multidion, the ritual death each time it spoils stabbing, poorly judged stab wakes, the will stronger seemed like a will in direction. Obese, facing his rich yellows, bumps, pompos, taps, the
chopped came against the fifth bull to support his luminaria and slowly bend deeply into the bull's neck. Cumbosa routine, no work of art. The instinct for art began with the horn of Bull in the syrup of multidion, a form of grouped man. The whole formal act, fluent as a Dan. The bloodless blood rescued the stained air, the rudeness of the earth. Page
14 he, hunger, difficult to kill himself, so adjusted is for my black luck (with heat as no man could have and yet to keep kind) that all the rite is to be seasoned with meat as He would approve more; Blood broth is filmed by his mother, the choice of Wassail makes, cooked hot, shell she lapsed in the mouth; Although the main parts are to be remedying
each rich meal, it will not spare the fault that the farewell bone bar will be fired. Page 15 Enter the cold earth of nobody at around five o'clock in the morning, the colorless emptiness, where the wake up the batch is scraped down with sulfur dream landscapes and the dark lunar puzzles that looked like, When dreamed, you mean so deeply, get ready
to face the breeding of chairs and agencies, and tolenders to sleep. This is the kingdom of faded appearance, the oracular ghost that diminishes the legs of a non of clothing, with a clueless group of slogans raised, such as a motto, farewell emblematic. In this articulation between two worlds and two modes of time totally The raw material of our
thoughts of meat and Patata assumes the Nimbus of the enclosure. And so part. President and Bureau are the godly utterance wakened heads ignore: So these posed sheets, before they thin to nothing, Speak in sign language of a lost otherworld, A world we lose by merely waking up. Trailing its telltale tatters only at the outermost Fringe of mundane
vision, this ghost goes Hand aloft, goodbye, goodbye, not down Into the rocky gizzard of the earth, But toward a region where our thick atmosphere Diminishes, and God knows what is there. A point of exclamation marks that sky In ringing orange like a stellar carrot. Its round period, displaced and green, Suspends beside it the first point, the
starting Point of Eden, next the new moon's curve. Go, ghost of our mother and father, ghost of us, And ghost of our dreams' children, in those sheets Which signify our origin and end, To the cloud-cuckoo land of color wheels And pristine alphabets and cows that moo And moo as they jump over moons as new As that crisp cusp toward which you
voyage now. Hail and farewell. Hello, goodbye. O keeper Of the profane grail, the dreaming skull. Page 16 Thou shalt have an everlasting Monday and stand in the moon. The moon's man stands in his shell, Bent under a bundle Of sticks. The light falls chalk and cold Upon our bedspread. His teeth are chattering among the leprous Peaks and craters
of those extinct volcanoes. He also against black frost Would pick sticks, would not rest Until his own lit room outshone Sunday's ghost of sun; Now works his hell of Mondays in the moon's ball, Fireless, seven chill seas chained to his ankle. Next PoemÃ ÂÃ ÂBack to Sylvia Plath Page 17 Two virtues ride, by stallion, by nag, To grind our knives and
scissors: Lantern-jawed Reason, squat Common Sense, One courting doctors of all sorts, One, housewives and shopkeepers. The trees are lopped, the poodles trim, The laborer's nails pared level Since those two civil servants set Their whetstone to the blunted edge And minced the muddling devil Whose owl-eyes in the scraggly Scared mothers to
abort, drove the dogs to shrink and lament and turned the temperament of Fartboy Wolfish, the housewife, Desultory. Page of the nose that is contracted, the ancient imperfections-tolerable now, while moles on the face reach even dislike giving way to a complicated ironic--capped first as spurs of God to start the spirit of the mud She has been in
internship; long ago, she became loved debuch bed of spirit debuch. The next poem back to Sylvia Plath Page 19 An ancient beast ended in this place: a wood monster and rusty teeth. The fire merged eyes to pieces of pale blue glassy things, opaque when the resin drops slipped from the pine bark. The beams and supports of your body use your
Karakul char yet. I don't know how long his carcass had founded under the summer trash, the black-leaved falls. Now, small weeds insinuate the tongues of soft suede between their bones. Their armor, their tombed stones are a terrace for crickets. I choose and stir as a doctor or archaeologist between iron bowels, enamelled bowl, coils and pipes
that made him run. Little Dell eats what he ate once. And, however, the spring ichor follows clear as it has already made the broken throat, that swampy lip. It flows below the green and white balustrade of a bridge supported by SAG. Leaning, I find a blue and unlikely person framed in a basket of trays. O she is graceful and austere, sitting under
water without tones! It's not me, it's not me. No animal spoils on your green door. And we'll never get in there where the durables keep the house. The stream that shakes us does not nourish or cure. Page 20 A garden of mouth. Purple, scarlet, black, the big corollas dilate, peeling the silks. Their musk invades, circle after circle, a well of aromas
almost too dense to breathe.heart under the foot, sister of a stone. Trompet-goose open to birds' beaks. the golden rain tree drains its powders down. In these small boudoirs, they appeared with orange and red, the anthers wave with their heads, powerful as kings to the dynasties of their father. The air is rich. here is a queen that no mother can
contest-a fruit that is death to taste: dark meat, dark couples. in narrow burrows as a finger, solitary bees keep the house between the grasses. Kneeling me, I put my eyes to the mouth of the hole and I find a round, green eye, deconsolate as a tear. Father, groom, in this Easter egg under the coronal of sugar roses, the queen bee marries with the
winter of her year. page 21 he was the king of the bullman dish, my lucky animal. breathing was easy on your airy waiting. the sun was sitting on his armpit. nothing got moped. the small invisible waited on him hand and foot. the blue sisters sent me to another school. monkey lived under the dunce cap. he kept impressing me kissing. I barely knew
him. he will not get rid of: memblepaws, crying and sorry, fido littlesoul, the unfamiliar intestine. a garbage is enough for him. the dark is your bone. call him of any name, he will come to him. mute of the mute, face of happy styl. I married myself with a garbage locker. I bed in a fish pool. down here, the sky is always falling. hogwallow's in the
window. the stars bugs don't save my mouth. I am interested in the end of the time intestine between emmets and mollusks, Duchess of nothing, hairtusk bride. page 22 is ten years old, now, since we row for the children's island. the sun called in front that noon in the water outside marblehead. that summer, we pray black glasses to hide our eyes. we
were always crying, in our spare rooms, small sisters, in the two huge, white and beautiful houses in swampscott. when sona sona etes ed a§Ãnairc a e ,otruc otium o§Ãreb mu moc ªÃbeb o moc alas amsem an rimrod euq evit ,yeldraY ed socit©Ãmsoc e emerc elep aus moc ,uecerapa arretalgnI ad Leave unless your shirt strips combined with the
stripes of your socks. Or it was wealth! - Eleven rooms and a yacht with a polished mahogany ladder to let into water and a cabin boy who can decorate six -color matte cakes. But I couldn't cook, and the depressed baby of me. Nights, I wrote in my DIARRIO, despite my red fingers with triangular scorpion marks of small rubukings Ironing and puffed
sleeves. When the sports wife and her husband was dico went to one of her cruises left me a borrowed maid called Ellen, "for protection," and a small dalmance. In your house, in the main house, you were better. You had a rose garden and a hood house and a model Apothecary store and a cook and a maid, and knew the Bourbon key. I remember
throwing Ja-da in a pink dress on the game room piano when the "great people" were out, and the maid smoked and fired pool under a shadow green wool. The cook had a wall eye and could not sleep, she was so nervous. On trial, from Ireland, she burned batch after cookie batch that she was fired. What gave us, my sister! That day, we both shouted
so much to stay up we raised a ham and a pineapple of the adult's ice box and rented an old green boat. I will paddle. You read Aloud, with cross -legged legs on the stern bench, the generation of Vipers. So we were island. It was deserted - a gallery of porches and still interiors, stopped and horrible as a photograph of someone laughing but ten years
dead. The bold seagulls pompous as if they had everything. We took wooden wooden sticks and hit them out, then down the Nangrem Beach shelf and for the water. We hit and talked. The coarse salt kept us awake. I see ourselves floating, inseparable ... two cortion dolls. What a hole passed, that sotsopo sotsopo setnenitnoc sosson ed e ,oig³Ãler mu
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